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il-2 sturmovik: cliffs of dover covers two campaigns, the first of which was in the air war east 1943-45 and the second of
which was in the east front 1945-47. the first campaign is lengthy, but the second is only about five missions. the first
campaign covers italy, france, and england, while the second covers russia, ukraine, and germany. the level of realism for
this game is absurdly high. there is no damage modeling, no way to repair your plane, and so on. the lack of realism was
surprising at first, but in the end, it's a welcome addition. il-2 sturmovik: cliffs of dover is the real deal, but it is also a
complex package. there are a few bugs and issues in the game. the most prominent of these is the tendency for enemies
to explode right next to you. this is especially obvious in air combat, where you will have to crash-land if you take too
many hits or if you don't have an ejection seat. there are also a number of mission-specific bugs. a number of enemy
planes do not appear to be represented, but when they are encountered, they ignore your fire. if you look carefully, you
will sometimes see that they have flown off. additionally, the ai doesn't always let you see your wingmen, or they might be
confused about where you are and shoot at nothing. there is also a problem with navigation. so if you are having trouble
with the activation code, dont panic. i have uploaded a video where you can find an easy and painless way to get rid of the
activation code and start playing the game for free! remember that this process is for the il-2: doversia 2 version of the
game!
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the missions don't start until you finish the tutorial, which you can't skip as you'd like to, because you don't have any of
the equipment you'll need to fly it. once you're ready to go, it's your choice as to which mission you want to fly. you can fly

the missions based on the actual ijn or raf campaigns, or you can play the stand-alone missions. each one is a quick
succession of attacks on an airfield by bombers, then fighters. the missions can last anywhere from three to eight minutes
each, depending on your skill level, which you can gauge by the difficulty level of each mission. to download, simply click
the big download button. in the next window, select your preferred download location from the pop-up menu and click on
open. the file will begin downloading automatically and you can leave the window to return to your other apps. when the
download is complete, launch the activation file and agree to the license agreements. finally, the installer will launch and
guide you though the process. (please make sure to download the correct version for your computer as the cracks/mods
sometimes changes the console version of the game. in most cases, there is a small notch where you can see a triangle
that is colored differently. if that's not visible, download the correct version. ) a typical map loadout will have the player

enter their takeoff and landing zone. the default can be found by selecting hold select and pressing the t key. the lz
designation should appear below the crosshair. all the other flyable maps have pre-defined lzs, but these can be changed if

you wish. 5ec8ef588b
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